History
The ‘big’ skills needed for both GCSE and A Level:
1. Subject knowledge - Recall, narrative and evidence
2. Source Analysis - Utility and inference
3. Analysis - Interpretations and testing hypothesis
4. Writing skills - Describe, explain, similarity/ difference, cause/ consequence/ Importance
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HIGH SCHOOL

Term 1

Term 2

Term 3

Topic: Norman Conquest
Skill: Recall - Explain
Assessment: Explain why William won the Battle of Hastings

Topic: Murder Mysteries - William Rufus/ Thomas Becket
Skill: Recall - Evidence
Assessment: How far do you agree question

Topic: Henry VIII
Skill: Recall - Narrative
Assessment: Narrative account of the split with Rome

Topic: Black Death
Skill: Recall - Inference
Assessment: Annotate a source to pick our inferences

Topic: Crime and punishment in the middle ages
Skill: Recall - Describe
Assessment: Recall and describe questions

Topic: End of year review
Skill: Recall, explain, narrative describe, inference
Assessment: End of year test - cumulative across all previous topics

Topic: Witchcraft
Skill: Utility - Inference
Assessment: Source annotations, NOP - comment

Topic: Slave trade
Skill: Recall - Explain why/ How far do you agree?
Assessment: How far do you agree that the slave trade ended
because of the abolition movement?

Topic: Jack the Ripper
Skill: Evidence - Recall - Interpretations
Assessment: Interpretations - hypothesis

Topic: Gunpowder Plot (3 weeks)
Skill: Interpretation
Assessment: Summarise different interpretations

Topic: Industrial revolution
Skill: Recall - Inference - explain why
Assessment: Explain why.. Annotate sources

Topic: End of year Review
Skill: Inference, interpretation, explain why, how far do you agree,
evidence
Assessment: Exam - Cumulative test across all previous topics
and skills

Topic: First World War
Skill: Utility - Inference
Assessment: Sources - annotation - usefulness

Topic: Road to the Second World War
Skill: Narrative- Recall - Causal connectives
Assessment: Narrative account/ importance of ...

Topic: Intro to Superpower Relations
Skill: Narrative - Recall
Assessment: Narrative account

Topic: Communism and Capitalism 20th C
Skill: Similarities/ difference - explain
Assessment: How far do you agree

Topic: Holocaust
Skill: Evidence - How far do you agree
Assessment: How far do you agree the perpetrators of the
Holocaust were ordinary men?

Topic: GCSE Cohort - Superpower relations
Skill: Narrative - consequence - importance
Assessment: Progress checker exam - modelled on Paper 2 part P.

Topic: Enlightenment (3 weeks)
Skill: Recall - Explain similarity/ difference
Assessment: Explain one way ... / Explain why
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Roding Valley

THE RODING VALLEY
HIGH SCHOOL
LEARNING JOURNEY

A

By the end of Year 9 our students can:
Recall - Write a narrative account - Explain both a difference, a cause, a consequence and why something is importantMake inferences - use own knowledge to support and challenge a hypothesis - Summarise a historical interpretation.
Students can also present ideas clearly in written form and present clear and cogent arguments and explanations.
Students will know a range of revision techniques (recall). Students can discuss sensitive topics with empathy and are
aware that events are interpreted differently by different groups.

Roding Valley
HIGH SCHOOL

Continue
your lifelong
journey
Confirm & accept
future pathway offers

Start a degree level
apprenticeship and
career path

Go to university
or college

Complete an EPQ
Become a member
of the RVHS alumni
network
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Be ambitious
Imitate
Lead others
Pursue excellence
Seek recognition
Strive
Take risks
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Appreciate
Be kind
Be loyal
Celebrate
Mentor
Protect
Support
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Endeavour
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Be determined
Imitate
Lead others
Pursue excellence
Seek recognition
Strive
Take risks

Apply for university/
alternative post-18
courses

YEAR

13

Take a
gap year
Consider summer
internships &
voluntary work

Apply to become
a sixth form
leader

Complete sixth
form transition
modules &
induction

Sit A levels

Apply to
become a
sixth form
mentor

Sign up for
EPQ

Lead lower
school
assemblies

Refine & perfect
revision & study
habits
Apply for the
programme
to become
head boy/
girl

Plan use of
independent
study time

Secure
some
experience
of part-time
work

Complete
summer
transition work

Become
head boy/
girl

YEAR

Apply for university
summer schools

12

Sit GCSEs

Reflect on your
journey to gain
‘the edge’

Attend sixth form
transition day
Sign up for
Duke of
Edinburgh
(Silver)

Apply to our sixth form
or college
Attend all intervention
opportunities

Sign up
for NCS
challenge

Apply to
become a
house captain

Plan personalised
Improve
inteview
skills

Visit & research
universities/
alternative post18 courses

Sit internal
exams

Research
future
career
options

Consider
Duke of
Edinburgh
(Gold)

Complete
summer
transition work

Research
post 16 options

Apply to
be a yes prefect

YEAR

Sit trial GCSEs

11

Build on independent study habits
Visit a university

Participate in
study skills DDD

Listen to inspirational speakers &
reflect on aspirations

Choose future Attend RVHS
sixth form
pathways
evening

Refresh
your CV

Take part in at
least 3 house
activities

Discuss GCSE options

Become a subject ambassador

Use PLLS to
close gaps
Apply to be a
Year 11 prefect

Prepare your
first CV

Maintain
participation in
house activities

Sit Year 10
exams
Take part
in mock
interviews

Appy learning to the
world of work

YEAR

10

Start GCSE courses

Be nominated
for JP award
in all

Write a personal
statement/produce
a professional
portfolio

Reignite your
passion for cocurriocular clubs
& activities

YEAR

9

Consider
gaining extra
qualifications

Prepare for
careers
interviews

Continue
extra
curricular

Sign up for
Duke of Edinburgh
(Bronze)

Reflect
on your
journey to gain
‘the edge’

Continue to
actively support
Become house activities
a buddy

College

Embed
excellent
study habits
& ahead
with revision

Consider the format
of GCSE exams
& refine revision
techniques

Put yourself
forward for
JP speak out
challenge

Participate
in Duke of
Edinburgh
(bronze)

Be a duty
student

Lead whole school assemblies/
presentations

YEAR
Reflect on future pathways;
University? Apprenticeship?
College?
Attend the
co-curricular
fayre & sign up
for a club

Embark on
your journey
to gain ‘the
edge’

Build
your
3Cs

Develop good
independent
study habits

Consider possible
future careers

Develop
‘skills for life
& learning’

Support school
open morning
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Take part in KS3
enrichment activities
Experience
formal
assessments
& know how
best to revise

Lead a class/
year group
assembly

Become an
accelerated reader millionaire
Volunteer to help others
Get involved in the
school community
& represent house

Volunteer to be your form
ambassador
Actively seek out
progress points
Ensure attendance above 97%

YEAR

Embed an excellent
‘attitude to
learning’

Complete
transition
booklet during
Summer

Volunteer to lead
the learning in
lessons

Apply
to Roding
Valley High
School

7

Represent Roding
Valley in some
activity

Put yourself
forward to sit on
the school council

Read at least 25
books per year

PRIMARY
SCHOOL
Attend Year 7
induction day
at RVHS

Sit SATs

Build a solid
foundation in
education

Develop a
‘Growth
Mindset’

Develop a
lifelong
love of learning
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